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Chapter 1581 

Lu Chongshan has two younger brothers and three younger sisters, and the 

three younger sisters are all married far away. No matter what the background 

of her husband’s family was before, because they are backed by the big tree of 

the Lu family, they are all developing very well now. 

The second eldest, Lu Chongyuan, lives in the imperial capital with his wife He 

Jingshu and daughter Lu Xinyan’s family. He is in charge of several important 

properties of the Lu family, and is the closest to the center of power. 

As for Mr. Lu’s other son, Lu Chongming, who is the fourth eldest, has been 

reduced to the point where he can only show his face at the annual family 

meeting, and like a taboo, he is rarely mentioned. 

At this moment, the person at the door was Daniel’s fourth uncle, Lu 

Chongming. 

Back then, Lu Chongshan, Lu Chongyuan, and Lu Chongming fought fiercely 

for the inheritance of the family. After all, no one would not covet that 

position. 

In the end, because Lu Chongshan was more capable and had always been 

favored by the old man, he was the old man’s favorite heir. No matter how Lu 

Chongyuan and Lu Chongming fought openly and secretly to form cliques, 

they finally got the inheritance right of the family smoothly. 

The second child, Lu Chongyuan, is used to judging the situation, knowing 

that he is invincible, he will retreat to the second line wholeheartedly, until 

now his life is extremely nourishing. 



However, the fourth son, Lu Chongming, was ambitious and scheming. When 

the old man was alive, he knew how to be patient. When the old man passed 

away, he immediately made a comeback after years of deliberation. The entire 

Lu family was directly destroyed. 

At that time, Lu Chongshan was overworked, his old illness broke out and he 

was lying in critical condition in the hospital, and the whole Lu family was in 

chaos. 

At that time, Daniel returned to China from Wall Street, took over the 

succession of the company and the patriarch directly from Lu Chongshan, 

suppressed the civil strife that almost wiped out the Lu family, and dug out Lu 

Chongshan. Chongming’s old nest has been completely ruined, and people 

have been assigned to the most marginal foreign branches, and there is no 

possibility of a comeback. 

For others, Lu Chongming’s fate is not bad, because the Lu family has family 

rules that do not allow brothers to kill each other, that’s why Daniel didn’t kill 

them all at the beginning. Anyway, Lu Chongming still holds 5% of the shares 

of the Lu Group. As long as you live in peace, you will be prosperous and rich 

for a lifetime. 

However, for Lu Chongming, who is determined to win the heir of the family, 

he can only live in a corner now, watching a junior sitting in this position, 

enjoying all the aura, but he is avoided by everyone like the plague, so How 

could it be possible to accept the gap… 

After Lu Chongming came in, he sat down at the corner of the bar with a 

sullen face. 

Not long after, a bloated middle-aged man walked up to Lu Chongming with 

a glass of wine in his hand, slightly raised his glass and said, “Si Shao, long 

time no see! How are you doing?” 



Seeing the person coming, Lu Chongming’s eyes suddenly flashed a trace of 

disgust. 

This man’s name is Wu Jianda, and he was just a running dog under him at the 

beginning, but when he saw that Lu Chongshan gained power, he turned 

around and became Lu Chongshan’s dog, betraying him and leaking many of 

his secrets, and now relying on the little credit he made at the beginning, he 

was actually able to get away with it There are five people and six people. 

How dare you come over and talk to him now! 

With Lu Chongming’s temperament in the past, he had already kicked him up, 

but now it’s different, Huluo Pingyang can only endure being bullied by dogs. 
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With a big beer belly, Wu Jianda sighed, “Hey, Fourth Young Master, I didn’t 

mean you, this person still needs to be aware of current affairs! Look at Lu 

Chongyuan, how well he is doing now…” 

Lu Chongming shook the scarlet blood in the cup, “Oh, it’s just a dog beside 

Lu Chongshan!” 

“Uh, cough cough…” Although Lu Chongming scolded Lu Chongyuan, it was 

obvious that he was also scolded. 

Wu Jianda coughed lightly, and said earnestly, “Fourth Young Master! I know 

you blamed me for what I did back then, but if I didn’t do that at that time, 

everyone would have to die together! I have seniors and juniors. , you can’t 

pay for the whole family, right? 

Actually, it’s not bad to follow the one above. It is undeniable that this Daniel, 

although young, is indeed a character! “ 



As Wu Jianda said, he glanced in Daniel’s direction, and said enviously, “Lu 

Chongshan doesn’t know where the good fortune came from, but he gave 

birth to such a good son. The second child, Saul, is a bit mediocre, But no one 

with a discerning eye would know that they are wise and foolish! If Saul hadn’t 

had this personality, would the Lu family be able to live in such a peaceful, 

prosperous and stable way? How many people are looking forward to their 

brothers’ discord, so they can take advantage of this opportunity!” 

In the end, Wu Jianda finally revealed his ultimate goal, and approached Lu 

Chongming to persuade him, “Fourth Young Master, it’s different now, 

everything is a foregone conclusion, you might as well give in and let Mr. Lu 

Call you back! It’s not a problem to stay in that place where the birds don’t 

sh1t…” 

Of course, Wu Jianda would not say these words so kindly, but because he was 

Lu Chongming’s old department, so even if he betrayed him at the beginning, 

he would still be guarded against him, and no matter how hard he tried, he 

would not be able to enter the core leadership. 

If Lu Chongming can be subdued, and he is completely on Lu Chongshan’s 

side, he will have a chance to pass this hurdle… 

How could it be possible that Lu Chongming did not understand Wu Jianda’s 

purpose, and immediately cursed directly: “Get out, and bark in my ear again, I 

will abolish you!” 

Wu Jianda’s face froze immediately, and he got up with a dark face, muttering 

cursingly, “What the hell! I really think I am the fourth young master of the Lu 

family! If you call others a dog, you are just a lost dog!” 

“You…” To be humiliated by such a person, Lu Chongming was so angry that 

his whole body trembled. 

The man’s gaze was extremely gloomy towards the man surrounded by stars 

not far away, his hands clenched into fists… 



Daniel! 

If it wasn’t for him, he wouldn’t be where he is today. Everything should 

belong to him! 

At the beginning, he was only one step away from success, but in the end, he 

was completely defeated because of Daniel’s return to China, and since then 

he has no chance to stand up… 

Not far away, in desperation, Saul called Louis, trying to find someone to 

disperse the firepower. 

“Hey! Louis! You tell me, I’ll come over right away!” 

“Am I out of my mind? I’ll go? I won’t!” Louis heard the sound of playing 

games. 

“If you don’t come, I’ll tell Selena that you like her!” 

As soon as the words fell, Louis heard the game voice of “challenge failed”, 

“Dmn!!!” 

“Hurry up, I’ll give you ten minutes!” 

“Second Uncle, you have to be responsible for what you say. Which of your 

eyes has seen that I like her? Are you blind?” Louis vowed not to admit it. 

Nima threatened him with this one and two for Mao! 
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“Not coming, right? Then I’ll call Selena now! I will!” 

“Horse, get on, come!” Louis gritted his teeth. 



Sure enough, soon Louis ran over without delay. 

Although Louis has no blood relationship with the Lu family, they are closer 

than many serious direct descendants, so the Jiang family’s prestige in the 

whole family is not light. 

Of course, the most important thing was Louis’s celebrity status. 

Sure enough, when Louis came, Saul’s pressure was relieved by more than half 

in an instant. 

It wasn’t until the music in the banquet hall temporarily stopped, and the host 

signaled to everyone that Daniel was about to give a speech, that Saul and 

Louis finally escaped, and both hid in a corner. 

Louis panted heavily like the rest of his life after a catastrophe, “My uncle 

didn’t bring his female companions here today, logically speaking, those 

people should all attack my uncle, why Mao is so crazy about us…it shouldn’t 

be… “ 

The corner of Saul’s mouth twitched, “Please take a look at the collar of my 

brother’s shirt at ten o’clock.” 

“Huh? What’s wrong with his neckline?” Louis looked in the direction Saul 

reminded, and in the next second, a mouthful of wine came out, “I’ll go…” 

Louis coughed wildly for a while, “Don’t tell me…he just wore that lip print all 

night?” 

Saul nodded earnestly, “Yes! Just say you’re ruthless, right?” 

Louis: “Too ruthless…” 

He doesn’t want to say anything… 



He leaned his head to rant with Saul for a while, Louis noticed from the corner 

of his eye that Wu Jianda had sneaked to look for Lu Chongming just now, 

and couldn’t help but frowned and said, “Second Uncle, those two people are 

sneaky, you don’t have to Beware?” 

“There’s nothing to be wary of. On an occasion like today, with Wu Jianda’s 

guts, do you think he would dare to do anything? It must be to persuade him 

to surrender!” Saul had a nonchalant expression. 

Louis gave a “tsk”, “You fourth uncle, are you still determined?” 

Saul sneered, “Give up? He secretly contacted me before, surrendered to me, 

and wanted to help me seek to usurp the throne! Is he an idiot? He wants to 

join hands with me to overthrow my brother! I am my brother’s caring little 

padded jacket! “ 

Saul had an extremely proud expression on his face. 

The corners of Louis’s mouth twitched, but it was undeniable that it was 

absolutely impossible for anyone in this world to betray Daniel, even Saul. Lu 

Chongming couldn’t even understand this, so it’s no wonder that he has fallen 

to this point… 

“good evening.” 

At this time, Daniel’s cello-like voice came from the stage. 

The opening remarks are extremely concise and clear, just like his master. 

There was an extremely warm applause in the banquet hall, and everyone 

looked at the young patriarch on the stage with incomparable reverence. 

“In the past year, with the joint efforts of all colleagues, the Lu Group has 

achieved unprecedented good results in history, and exceeded the tasks 

expected at the beginning of the year…” 



Looking at his son on the stage, Lu Chongshan’s face was full of pride and 

pride, and he was deeply moved. 

In his lifetime, he could see the Lu family develop to such a height, and when 

he went to Jiuquan in the future, he would be able to face his ancestors 

calmly. 

After Daniel’s speech was over, Lu Chongshan took the microphone and said 

excitedly, “Daniel has already said everything, and I won’t say much about the 

rest. I, Lu, have not made any great achievements in my life. Keeping the 

foundation of my ancestors, and ensuring that my Lu family continues to 

prosper, and what I am most proud of in my life is having these two sons. 

Everyone knows that it is easy to make a family, but difficult to maintain a 

family. For a family like ours, the most important thing is not power, not 

financial resources, but excellent heirs. Only in this way can the family business 

continue to prosper. The reason why everyone is required to pay attention to 

the cultivation and education of offspring. 

I believe that Daniel can lead everyone, our Lu family, to a higher level…” 

“boom–“ 

Before Lu Chongshan could finish his sentence, accompanied by a loud noise, 

the entire banquet hall was shrouded in a black haze… 

For a moment, it was like night fell… 
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“what–“ 

“what happened–“ 

“what is this?” 



… 

Accompanied by a burst of chaotic exclamations from the crowd, all they saw 

were flower petals, black petals implying ominousness. 

Saul caught one of the petals with his fingertips, his expression extremely cold, 

and almost immediately recalled the black mandala at the door on the day of 

his father’s birthday party… 

The flower language of the black mandala: revenge! 

What should come… finally came! 

He subconsciously looked in the direction of his brother, and saw that the man 

had a calm and almost dead expression from the beginning to the end, as if 

he had been waiting for this scene for a long time. 

Along with the black fog-like petals being bombarded in, between the falling 

petals, at the door, a young man with silver hair, holding a long unknown 

object in his hand, was walking towards the direction of the hall step by step. 

Come… 

“Security! Where’s the security! What’s going on?” 

“The security system suddenly malfunctioned!” 

“How did this person get in here…” 

“I…we don’t know either!” 

“Quickly solve it for me!” 

… 



The banquet hall was in chaos. On the stage, Lu Chongshan looked at the 

young man who was walking towards him step by step. For some reason, 

there was a great panic in his heart. 

“Who are you?” Lu Chongshan asked through the microphone. 

The aura of the white-haired man is extremely eerie and weird, stepping on 

the black petals step by step, it is like stepping on the underworld, coming 

from hell, alone, but it seems to be surrounded by thousands of ghosts, 

extremely frightening, all of a sudden No one dared to approach… 

“Stop!” Lu Chongshan yelled again, but that seemingly stern reprimand 

concealed a trace of panic and timidity that he didn’t even notice. 

“Ah…” 

In the hall, a needle could be heard falling, and a low laugh from the young 

man made everyone shudder. 

Then, the man’s casual voice rang in everyone’s ears: “You gave birth to me, 

but you asked me who I am? What’s the reason? My dear… my lord father…” 

“You…” Lu Chongshan’s face turned pale like a ghost for a moment, and 

subconsciously stepped back, “What nonsense are you talking about!!!” 

The white-haired man walked closer step by step, the corners of his lips curled 

up slightly, showing a cold smile, “Really? Nonsense? At the beginning… my 

name was given by you, Father! Ting Shen , Lu… Tingshen.” 

As soon as the words fell, Lu Chongshan’s figure suddenly shook violently, and 

his fingers trembled violently, “Who… Who do you say you are?!” 

The white-haired man’s slender, white to transparent fingers slightly lifted the 

bangs that covered the brow bone, revealing the shallow scar on the brow 



bone, and replied with a nervous and weird low laugh: “One of your 

outstanding sons. “ 

“Shut up! Shut up! I don’t know you… I don’t know what Lu Tingshen is… I only 

have two sons! Where did you come from, a bluffing liar, how dare you come 

to Lu’s house to cheat!” Lu Chongshan shouted immediately He wanted 

someone to catch him, but that demeanor had completely leaked his guilty 

conscience and panic. 

Finally, the white-haired man walked ten steps away from Lu Chongshan, and 

then slowly lifted off the white cloth covering the object in his hand, revealing 

a spiritual tablet covered under the white cloth. 

The spiritual seat is engraved-“My Wife Yunlan’s seat”. 

Those present who were familiar with Lu Chongshan were in an uproar and 

were all stunned, because on the spiritual tablet… was Lu Chongshan’s 

handwriting! 

My wife? 
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My wife…? 

Lu Chongshan has only had one wife from the beginning to the end, and that 

is Yan Ruyi. Who is this Yun Lan? 

The moment Lu Chongshan saw the spiritual tablet, the last tense nerve in Lu 

Chongshan’s mind was broken, and his whole body seemed to be emptied, his 

face was blank. 

He stood there blankly, staring at the spiritual tablet, opened his mouth, but 

couldn’t say a word, the only thing left in his cloudy eyes was the great panic 



that would swallow him up, just like the tablet What kind of terrifying monster 

is the spiritual bit… 

With a sound of “dong”, Lu Chongshan’s face turned pale, and he fell on his 

back without warning. 

“Ah…Chongshan! Chongshan! What’s wrong with you, Chongshan…” Yan 

Ruyi’s face was extremely ugly when she saw the word “my wife”. After seeing 

Lu Chongshan fainted, she came back to her senses, and she was shocked. 

Run over to help. 

“My God!” 

“Uncle Lu! Uncle Lu…” 

“Chairman Lu, how are you? Call an ambulance!” 

The silence at the scene was interrupted by this incident, and it became a 

mess again. 

Lu Chongshan was surrounded by the crowd, dying but still staring at the 

ghost-like young man and the spirit tablet in his hand not far away, his lips 

were trembling, but he couldn’t make any sound because he was too 

emotional… 

Not far away, Saul stood there with his fists tightly clenched, his eyes were 

scarlet from his father’s reaction, and his eyes were full of unbelievable pain. 

real… 

All this turned out to be true… 

That man… is really the father’s son… 



Even if he didn’t want to admit it anymore, Lu Chongshan’s reaction had 

already explained everything, making it impossible for him to continue 

deceiving himself and others. 

Although his brother has been hiding it from him, he is in charge of 

information after all, how could he not receive any news, he had already 

suspected it a long time ago, but this result still caught him off guard and he 

did not want to believe it… 

It was only at this moment that Daniel raised his hand slightly, and a group of 

well-trained men quickly controlled the inside and outside of the hall, and the 

two sides were in a confrontation. 

From the beginning to the end, Daniel’s expression was neither sad nor happy, 

like a bystander, as if the other party was just an insignificant dust, as if all this 

was just a farce. 

Seeing that Daniel hadn’t acted until now, especially seeing Daniel’s 

unpleasant, contemptuous gaze from the superior looking at ants, the man 

subconsciously touched the scar on his brow bone, and said with a low smile, 

“Oh, because I want to Confirm the truth of all this, so you deliberately indulge 

me to put on a good show? Then, my dear brother, are you still satisfied with 

what you see? I can guarantee that there are many things you don’t know, 

which will be more exciting… “ 

“Stop playing tricks, who are you? No matter who you are, please leave my 

house immediately!” Saul rushed over furiously. 

The man smiled but narrowed his eyes coldly, and looked at the person 

opposite, “Be more polite when speaking to your brother. Do you want to 

consider coming to my side? Now… it’s still too late.” 

“fcuk your uncle’s brother! What kind of onion are you! It’s just a bargaining 

chip for some woman to seek a higher position! I’ve seen a lot of people like 

you!” Saul yelled angrily as if he had been irritated. 



“Really? I hope that after you know the truth, you can still… be so innocent.” 

The man showed a sympathetic look, and then walked away quietly. 

Halfway through the walk, the man suddenly turned around and turned his 

head to look at Daniel: “Ah, by the way, brother, tell that girl for me that since 

she doesn’t want to come back, then there’s no need to come back, because 

soon… …the entire Lu family will be mine…” 

 


